ORIGINS AND HISTORY OF CONSCIOUSNESS

Night-life. Letters, journals, bourbon
sloshed in the glass. Poems crucified on the wall,
dissected, their bird-wings severed
like trophies. No one lives in this room
without living through some kind of crisis.

No one lives in this room
without confronting the whiteness of the wall
behind the poems, planks of books,
photographs of dead heroines.
Without contemplating last and late
the true nature of poetry. The drive
to connect. The dream of a common language.

Thinking of lovers, their blind faith, their
experienced crucifixions,
my envy is not simple. I have dreamed of going to bed
as walking into clear water ringed by a snowy wood
white as cold sheets, thinking, I'll freeze in there.
My bare feet are numbed already by the snow
but the water
is mild, I sink and float
like a warm amphibious animal
that has broken the net, has run
through fields of snow leaving no print;
this water washes off the scent —

You are clear now
of the hunter, the trapper
the warden of the mind —

yet the warm animal dreams on
of another animal
swimming under the snow-flecked surface of the pool,
and wakes, and sleeps again.

No one sleeps in this room without
the dream of a common language.

— Adrienne Rich
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A country house and garden outside Paris. Sometime in the 1870's.

~Act One~
Late morning through evening

~Act Two~
Evening through dawn

There will be one ten-minute intermission.

About the Playwright

As playwright-in-residence at Arena Stage, Ms. McDonald was commissioned to write *The Rivers and Rainiers*, nominated for a 1988 Helen Hayes Award for Outstanding New Play. Her first play, *Vanlone's Bicycle*, premiered at Yale Repertory Theatre before moving Off-Broadway. *Available Light* was produced at Actors Theatre of Louisville. *Dream of a Common Language* was originally commissioned and developed at the Women's Project. Berkeley Repertory Theatre and The Women's Project presented co-premieres of the play in 1992, directed by Sharon Ott and Liz Diamond, respectively. A recipient of NEA Playwrighting and McKnight Foundation Fellowship, she teaches at American University and George Mason University.
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